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Born: Daniel Hedlund Jorquera on 15 January 1982 in Independencia, Santiago Metropolitan Region, Chile.

Citizenship(s): Sweden and Chile.

ORCHID-ID: 0000-0003-3157-0279

Current Research Interests: childhood and migration; children as refugees; migration policy and practice; social policy; children and adolescents in social work practice; stratification and segregation; children and class inequality; victimology; methodology.

Teaching Interests: Substantive: child politics and policy; child law; the political economy of childhood; critical human rights. Methodological: qualitative interview methods; coding procedures; realist methodologies; comparative historical analyses.
Education:


Master of Human Rights, 2011, Dept of Sociology and Social Policy, University of Sydney, Australia. Interdisciplinary courses, including political economy, political sociology and environmental law. Thesis: "The barbaric side of humanitarianism when disaster strikes: A postcolonial study on the best interests of the child in post-earthquake Haiti and the boundaries of NGO work”. Supervisors: Dr. Elisabeth Valiente-Riedl (principal) and Dr. Susan Banki.

Master of Laws (Juris kandidat), 2008, Department of Law, Stockholm University. First-professional degree in law.

Degree of Bachelor of Social Science (Latin American social formation), 2007, Dept of Spanish, Portuguese and Latin American Studies, Stockholm University. Courses included Latin American social formation with a focus on economic history and anthropology, as well as a basic level course in macroeconomic theory and applications at the Department of Economics, Stockholm University.


Employment Record (selection):

2016- Researcher at the Department of Child and Youth Studies, Stockholm University.

2011-2016 Doctoral candidate position (doktorandanställning) at the Department of Child and Youth Studies, Stockholm University.

2010 Project officer to the Dean of Graduate Studies (Prof. Julia Connell), Australian Catholic University (ACU), North Sydney.

2008-2011 Case Officer, Permit unit, Swedish Migration Agency (Migrationsverket), Västerås and Solna (on leave of absence in 2010 for postgraduate studies in Australia).

1 Courses were also taken at the Faculty of Law at the University of Chile (Universidad de Chile) in Santiago, Chile.
2 Courses were also taken at University of Chile and Uppsala University.
International fellowships

2014, fall Postgraduate visiting researcher at the Department of Sociology and Social Policy, University of Sydney, Australia.

Professional Service (selection):

2016 Adjunct board member, Aguélimuseet, Sala.

2016 Expert reader for the NGO Reach for Change Sweden, in their selection of the new Change Leaders of 2017.

2016- Member of the Committee for Higher Degree Education at the Department of Child and Youth Studies, Stockholm University.


2014- Treasurer and Secretary of the Board of the Swedish IMER (International Migration and Ethnic Relations) Research Network.

2013-2014 Member of the national board of the NGO Svalorna Latinamerika.

2013 Participant in the departmental self-assessment procedure in relation to an evaluation by the Swedish Higher Education Authority (Universitetskanslersämbetet; UKÄ).

2013 Deputy chair (vice ordförande) on the board of the departmental Doctoral Student Council (Doktorandrådet) at the Department of Child and Youth Studies, Stockholm University.

2012-2014 Convenor (sammankallande) and rapporteur (föredragande) in the minor field studies (mfs) board (MFS-nämnden) at the Department of Child and Youth Studies. Evaluated scholarship applications for mfs in developing countries.

2012-2014 International coordinator at the Department of Child and Youth Studies, Stockholm University. Administered Erasmus program- and bilateral student and staff exchanges.

2012- Member of the board of the Swedish IMER-Association (Svenska IMER-förbundet).

2011- Editorial board member of the journal Clarté.

Peer-reviewer assignments

Reviewer for: Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies (1).
Teaching:

Children, Culture and Globalization (first and second cycle course in English) at the Department of Child and Youth Studies (lectures, seminars). Component: The Political Economy of Childhood.

Interviewing Children and Young People (second cycle course in Swedish at the Department of Child and Youth Studies) (seminars).

Comparative Law (second cycle course in English at the Faculty of Law, Stockholm University) (lectures, seminars).

Bachelor, Magister and Master thesis supervisor and examiner. I have supervised twenty-four Bachelor theses, one Magister thesis and one Master thesis (Master’s Programme in the Best Interest of the Child and Human Rights) from start to completion (minimum pass grade) at the Department of Child and Youth Studies, Stockholm University. I have examined one Master thesis.

Completed pedagogical education:

2015 University teacher training (Universitetslärarutbildning 2) with a focus on student thesis supervision (7, 5 ECTS).

2013 University Pedagogy 1 (3 ECTS).

Awards and honours:


Scholarships:

2015 Vistelsefonden, Stiftsgården Rättvik (1 week travel grant, Rättvik).

2005 Linnaeus-Palme Scholarship for two academic semesters at the Faculty of Law at University of Chile.

Publications:


Consultations and public reviews (Remissvar) on behalf of the Department of Child and Youth Studies, Stockholm University.


Conference Presentations (selection):


2013 “Child perspectives in the asylum process for unaccompanied minors”, the Network for Research on Multiculturalism and Societal Interaction (McNet) and Mcgen-network in cooperation with the University of Turku, in Turku, November 25-26.

2013 “Migration Board decisions concerning unaccompanied minors”, the Nordic Network for Research Cooperation on Unaccompanied Refugee Minors and and the Nordic Network for Research on Refugee Children (NordRC) in cooperation with the University of Copenhagen, in Copenhagen, October 23-25.
Third task (tredje uppgiften):

2016  Lecturer: “Ensamkommande barn som gränsdragningsfenomen”, Syrien i Sverige (Syria in Sweden), Conference organised by the Swedish Institute in Istanbul (Svenska institutet i Istanbul), Stockholm (October 24).

2016  Lecturer: “Svårt att avgöra vem som ska få uppehållstillstånd”, Forskardagarna (The Research Days), Stockholm University, Stockholm (October 12).


2012  Workshop leader on migration arranged by the Swedish Social Democratic Youth League (SSU), Stockholm (Oct 27).

In the media:

Debate and op-eds:


Interview participation:


Other Experience (selection):

2012 Translator (Spanish to Swedish) of a chapter of the novel *Gemensamma drömmar* (Shared Dreams; original title *Sueños compartidos*) by Daniel Bruno (El Salvador).

2012 Translator (Spanish to Swedish) of the article “En skicklig kakaoproducent” for *Tidskriften Kuba* (no. 4/2012, p. 17).

2012, July Solidarity *brigadista* volunteer, Julio Antonio Mella International Camp, Cuba.


2007 Desk Officer (acting), Americas Department (*AME; Amerikaenheten*), Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Sweden (*Utrikesdepartementet*).

2007, spring Internship, Americas Department (*AME; Amerikaenheten*), Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Sweden (*Utrikesdepartementet*).

2006 Program Administrator (Social Science Program), International Foundation for Science (IFS), Stockholm.

Languages: Swedish (Native), English and Spanish (Fluent), German and Brazilian Portuguese (Working knowledge).